
  Szerelmey Faience - Key Facts

Generally the manufacturing process for faience has a long lead in time, particularly with 
hand production. This may be up to 24 weeks. This time includes the bespoke glaze de-
velopment.

Faience is a durable, sustainable material that is easy to maintain and can be repaired if 
necessary.

External faience cladding, like all cladding materials has to pass impact testing.

In some cases external cladding thickness can be reduced to a minimum of 12mm pro-
viding the element has supporting ribs to the back.

Extruded faience will typically have tolerances of + or – 1%

Estimated joint sizes for grouted facades range between 5-10mm.

Estimated joint sizes for rain screen facades range from a minimum of 5mm to as large 
as required.

The longer a piece of faience, the greater the potential for warping.

Typically each faience element is fixed with a minimum of 4 stainless steel points of at-
tachment.

Typically a minimum of 50mm from the back of the faience unit to the face of the sub-
strate or carrier frame needs to be allowed for.

Generally extruded faience is fixed with open joints using a rain screen system.

Hand production methods allow for greater complexity and detailing than extruded.

Faience is more sustainable than glass and meets Part L requirements more efficiently 
than glass.

Faience can be glazed and produced in any colour and with a variety of finishes and tex-
tures including matt, gloss, textured, smooth, metallic, opaque, translucent.

Faience can also be produced unglazed but with a through body colour in a variety of 
colours.

Glazed faience is very easy to maintain and clean, unglazed faience is less so.

Faience elements have limitations on their size due to the production processes
Extruded faience is sourced through suppliers overseas.

Hand produced faience is sourced through UK suppliers and those overseas.


